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"I WALKED ALONG BECKENHAM HIGH STREET TO CATCH THE BUS TO 

LEWISHAM TO GO TO BUY SHOES AND SHIRTS, BUT I COULDN'T GET THAT TUNE 

OUT OF MY HEAD ... I STARTED WORKING ON IT AT THE PIANO AND ALREADY 

IN THE LATE AFTERNOON I COMPLETED THE ENTIRE LYRICAL AND MELODIC 

STRUCTURE. RICK WAKEMAN JOINED ME A FEW WEEKS AFTER ENRICHING 

THE ARRANGEMENTS ON PIANO, WHILE MICK RONSON CREATED ONE OF HIS 

FIRST AND BEST SCORES OF ARCS ... »(DAVID BOWIE, 2008). 

I decided to start this work inspiring myself to one of the most famous singers of the 

Pop history, David Bowie, considering his thoughts about "Life on Mars?", a song 

composed by him.The genesis of Life on Mars? would date back to 1968, when to David 

Bowie was given the task of adapting the text of a French song by Claude François 

called Comme d'habitude. Bowie wrote "Even a Fool Learns to Love (" a shockingly bad 

title ", as he declared several years later), which told about how the easy joy of a clown 

was subjugated by the sudden discovery of love.A few years later, using more or less 

the same chords but in a completely different way David paid homage to “My Way” 

and its most famous interpreter, Hunky Dory, writing Life On Mars?. 

There have been many attempts to "decode" the text of "Life on Mars?", a sequence of 

seemingly unrelated images ranging from John Lennon to Mickey Mouse, from Ibiza to 

the Norfolk Broads to the patriotic anthem Rule, Britannia!, an explosion of chaotic 

glamour gray existence opposed to the protagonist who takes refuge in ever-changing 

images of various tv channels, looking for an escape from her squabbling parents. And 

it is probably this frenetic zapping the only enigmatic and surreal images source given 

in the text, "the reaction of a sensitive girl to the media world» as described Bowie in 

1971. 

So since it still has not clarified the message Bowie wanted to send yet, I would give my 

own interpretation of the song: probably, the girl, eager to live on Mars, takes that 

decision because she feels oppressed by her parents, the media, the whole humanity 

because they cannot understand what she really is, cannot understand her desire to be 

creative and for this, she is considered to be different and the different, as Kafka said, 

is excluded by the society. 



In 1996 the singer came back on the subject adding: he thought she felt betrayed, she 

was disappointed by reality. Even living a depressing reality, she was convinced that in 

an undisclosed location there would have been a life worthy to be lived and she was 

bitterly dissatisfied because she couldn’t have access to it.” 

I chose these words because just like Bowie wrote "Life on Mars, failing to stop 

humming the strange jingle, in the same way I took inspiration from his amazing and 

meaningful song, singing it incessantly and questioning myself about its allegorical 

meaning, to write this report about creativity and study and about pros and cons of 

them. 

Reading these words it seems that creativity leads to a wrong path, a path of 

marginalisation and alienation from society. Probably it is, but the same thing, then we 

could say about study: many boys spend whole days studying, marginalising 

themselves completely, refusing to go out and to have contact with people. Well, in my 

opinion, all this depends on our point of view, just like a narrator adopts a particular 

focus to tell a story.But before coming to these considerations, what is creativity? 

Creativity,i think, is being able to draw by the most authentic that we have within 

ourselves and learn to manifest it. If we have feelings, we feel the emotions and we are 

able to distinguish bad from good, we have all the tools to become creative.  

All the great creative people have an extraordinary esteem and consideration of their 

feelings and emotions.In this way we will discover inside things that even we think they 

could ever exist and we understand how creativity is just a set of believes and tools 

that can be learned.For me,every act of creation, from the scientific formula to the 

track, comes from a desire to express a feeling, an emotion, a clear view of them. The 

great enemy of every creative act is language, which conveys Judgment and fear. I’m 

sure being creative is a method will teach us how to defuse these two enemies, will 

teach us how to recognize them, will take us through some powerful exercises to learn 

how to think as a creative " 

It seems odd, this topic is freaking me out, but it is the truth. Maybe the girl Bowie tells 

about didn’t understand this, or better,they were who stayd with her couldn't figure it 

out. Here's that creativity from something positive, becomes something completely 



negative, iconoclast, which can lead to drastic consequences: this girl wanted to 

emigrate to Mars with the hope of finding a better place to escape from the oppression 

of society; This is ,without any doubt ,one of the best ways to face this situation, taking 

refuge in a world made by dream; but unfortunately there are guys who, being 

creative, releasing all their talent, are not understood but misunderstood, committing 

terrible actions: they commit suicide, they deal damage ... Therefore, in my opinion, 

creativity is always positive, always reserves pros, becomes negative when it is 

submitted to others, especially judged by incompetent people, analysing the individual 

only from a denotative perspective and not from a connotative one. 

Sometimes, however, from my point of view, being creative can bring out some mixed 

emotions, often negative, such as shame, fear...Almost no one loves himself. Almost no 

one loves himself enough to be considered a wonderful creature. This can be 

ascertained as no one loves his recorded voice, no one recognizes in his voice 

something unique, something intimate, as if that voice reveals a part "that you should 

not see". From early childhood to adolescence, they told us so many times what we 

mustn't say, do or think that everyone believe deep down there is really something to 

change, something dirty, something wrong with us! Who has this belief can’t create 

beauty, inventing harmonies and be creative. This is the reason that makes say to 

almost everyone to be not appropriate to something!" This is the silly phrase that 

destroyed the harmony of more and more human beings. Inside the mind of many of 

us still resonates this sentence whenever someone draws, plays, sings, dances and 

designs. At a distance of many times twenty, thirty and forty years we still feel the 

same feelings we have learnt to metabolize: sorrow,  inadequacy,  amputation of 

our soul.This is the story of all of us, of many. This is a script that most of us play and 

starred many times. Maybe not everybody remembers it but for each of us there was 

an act of disrespect, humiliation, distress, shame associated with doing something, to 

express some emotion, to demonstrate some form of creative enthusiasm.Everywhere, 

in every way, in every discipline is the same story. Small and big wishes of creative acts 

offended by educators, parents or ignorant friends and cynics who have destroyed and 

disheartened forever an incredible creative vein that lies within each of us. They have 

destroyed bright souls and spirits in expressive dancing  which to survive to the 

amputation of their soul persuade themselves and end up believing to have no talent 

and haven't ever taken it. This mechanism involves the majority of humans.I’m 



convinced none is without talent.Unfortunately, to be able to endure their emotional 

amputation this army of no creative guys transforms who is really creative into strange 

beings affirming  they are weird. This takes the form of normality. The strange are 

musicians, painters, architects, choreographers, stylists. 

In litterature this point of view, or better, this way to face situations, is called “Irony”.It 

consists in the situation upsetting and in the takeover of a strange, a different point of 

view, a sarcastic, a weird, an anomalous view through which the main character 

observes the world, the society, in a different way.While i’m telling you these lines i’m 

more and more convinced Priandello is still alive in everyone. This was the principle on 

which all his thought and his operas were founded. His “Magnus Opera” in which this 

conception is very clear is “The She-Wolf”.It tells about a very beautiful lady that owing 

to her beauty, is considered by all the country, especially by men, a strumpet. This is 

very weird, very ironic and it’s also called “alienation of the protagonist”. He is 

considered different and since the different is excluded by society, as Kafka said,he 

decides to emigrate from this latter and he takes refuge in a world made by depression, 

defeat, alienating himself completely.Everything coincide, now maybe i can understand 

what the girl Bowie tells about felt, what were the mechanisms through society 

marginalised her.This topic is getting more and more interesting but at the same time 

complex, as i’m comprehending what is society and,particullary, what is the individual 

whit his every faces. I could title this topic “A clock work orange”,just like the amazing 

Stanley Kubrick’s film because , as the title says, a creature which can do only evil or 

good, has the apparance of a sweet fruit characterized by color and juice, but internally 

is just a clock-work toy ready to be loaded from God, from devil or from the 

all-powerful States and to trigger its violence, as a mere and simple spring-loaded 

mechanical device.This is the “SOCIETY”. 

However, I think everyone has to don't care about the others and always "STAY 

HUNGRY STAY FOOLISH",as Steve Jobs said.He affirmed in his 2005 famous speech our 

time is limited, so we don’t have to waste it living someone else’s life.We mustn’t be 

trapped by dogma — which lives with the results of other people’s thinking.We mustn’t 

let the noise of others’ opinions drown out our own inner voice. And most 

important,we must have the courage to follow our heart and intuition. They somehow 

already know what we truly want to become. Everything else is secondary. 



And still then our work is going to fill a large part of our life, and the only way to be 

truly satisfied is to do what we believe is great work. And the only way to do great work 

is to love what we do. If we haven’t found it yet,we have to keep looking. We don’t 

have to settle. And, like any great relationship, it will just get better and better as the 

years roll on. So we have to keep looking until we find it.We don’t have to settle.It is 

impossible to connect the dots looking forward.But it is very, very clear looking 

backward many years later.Again, we can’t connect the dots looking forward; we can 

only connect them looking backward. So we have to trust that the dots will somehow 

connect in our future. We have to trust in something — our gut, destiny, life, karma, 

whatever. This approach will never let us down, and it will make all the difference in 

our life. 

 

About the study, i think knowledge helps to deepen and expand our thinking enriching 

it. Read, study, learn, means building a cultural range. In life it is important especially 

when we introduce it in our everyday lives. If we'd stay in our envelope of unknowing, 

in time we will become uncouth. Our mind, to keep active, needs to be feed costantly.  

I want to talk about this topic starting from the word “future”: I think in the past the 

future wasn't easier than today , because there have always been difficulties and being 

a portion of time that still has to happen is unknown and the unknown generates fear, 

but I think it was more predictable or if you did x would happen y, if you took a diploma 

you would have found a job, better with a gratuation.However, today future is much 

less predictable.Our time is limited. In the world of the study no longer works the 

escalator on which you go on as students and come out as professionist, because 

studying is not enough, but it is necessary. It is critical,there must be, even though 

today is not sufficient since it is the other side of the practice; practice is what's missing 

today,it is what we use to enrich our 18 years of training where our primary goal is to 

learn. To encourage the practice, theory and practical tests in schools should be 

introduced because the practice and theory are like yin and yang, does not exist 

without each other, there would be no theory without practice, experimentation, 

failures and there would be no  practice without theory.the 66% of the attributes of a 

recent graduate comes from practical experiences while only 34% from theory. Even if 

there is a guy with no college degree but with practical experience, 70% of companies 

assume the latter. We must, therefore, merge these two spheres, yin and yang to 

establish the professionalism. This is possible trying to create a project, make new 



experiences during the course of studies, try something new, not necessarily for profit 

because all these experiences are the bread of the practice and the yang of the 

theory.The time to do it is now, because the world is not waiting for us, competition is 

global; within these 18 years every single day spent passively is thrown away and it is a 

waste that we can't afford and it is unfortunate for the possibilities that are offered to 

us. During this journey we can also fail, but the point is not failure or success of these 

experiences, what took home is the real success. Study is not enough, but not because 

we are in arrear, we have some qualities that does not make us second to none in the 

world.If it is true that the future has changed, if it is true that we have moved from the 

world of watches, according to Popper, where everything is slow, everything follows 

predetermined rules, evolution is slow and predictable in a world made by clouds, 

where everything is swirling, evolving rapidly, there aren't default rules and are 

constantly changing, then people can change. 

So, taking my remarks, I think in today world we should be creative and studious at the 

same time and, most important, do not take in count other people's reviews because 

they’ll always take us to the wrong path. I conclude bringing some emblematic words 

of David Bowie that released during an interview about Space Oddity, his Magnus 

Opera: 

"I THINK I HAVE WRITTEN IT BECAUSE THERE WAS A PART OF ME THAT I WAS 

STILL LOOKING FOR ... FOR ME, THAT SONG HAS ALWAYS EXEMPLIFIED THE 

MOOD YOU FEEL WHEN YOU ARE YOUNG, WHEN YOU REALIZE THAT THERE IS 

A PART OF US THAT WE HAVE NOT MANAGED TO PUT TOGETHER YET, 

THERE'S THIS GREAT SEARCH, A GREAT NEED TO REALLY UNDERSTAND WHO 

WE ARE” 

And finally bringing an excerpt of one of the most famous songs by Freddie Mercury: 

Spread your wings: 

SPREAD YOUR WINGS AND FLY AWAY, 

FLY AWAY, FAR AWAY. 

SPREAD YOUR LITTLE WINGS AND FLY AWAY 

FLY AWAY, FAR AWAY. 

PULL YOURSELF TOGETHER, 



'CAUSE YOU KNOW YOU SHOULD DO BETTER, 

THAT'S BECAUSE YOU'RE A FREE MAN. 

With these word the manager persuades the employee, Sammy, to leave behind his old 

life and explain his wings to fly away because he is a free man and, therefore, has a 

chance to do what he wants. In my opinion this is the principle which governs our lives 

but that hardly anyone manages to put into practice. 



 



 


